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We are interested in the vision-based 3D tracking of scenes where a hu-
man manipulates objects. Existing methods that track hand-object manipu-
lations [3] require accurate 3D models of the manipulated objects. This is
a limiting assumption because the acquisition of such 3D models can be a
time-consuming process that often involves specialized equipment and ac-
curate calibration. In this work we propose a method that solves the problem
when the model of the manipulated object is unknown.

A human observing the motions of two hands manipulating an unknown
object acquires rich information about the object itself. Previous techniques
on in-hand scanning and recostruction [11, 13] where discarding or ignor-
ing this information. Our work, draws inspiration from [5] and uses the
hands as tools that facilitate the reconstruction. It leverages on the observed
hand configurations and the induced hand-object occlusions. This enables
simultaneous tracking and reconstruction of a previously unseen object. The
output is the full (26D) articulation and 3D position of the hands and object
in each frame as well as a textured 3D model of the manipulated object.

An overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig.1. Starting
with the raw depth map (left) we perform a pre-processing step and compute
the scene point cloud. We employ an appropriately modified model-based
hand tracker [7] and temporal information to track the hand 3D positions
and posture (middle bottom). In this process, a progressively built object
model is also taken into account to cope with hand-object occlusions. We
use the estimated fingertip positions of the hand to segment the manipulated
object from the rest of the scene (middle top). The segmented object points
are used to update the object position and orientation in the current frame
and are integrated into the object 3D representation (right).

The work flow of the proposed approach consists of five main compo-
nents linked together as shown in Fig. 2.

Preprocessing: For each depth frame k we apply bilateral filtering [12] in
order to reduce sensor noise while preserving depth discontinuities [6]. The
new depth map Dk is used to compute the vertex map Vk. To compute the
normal map Nk efficiently, we exploit the fact that points that are neighbours
in 3D will project to neighbours in the input depth map.

In a typical hand-object interaction sequence, objects are expected to
initially rest on a flat surface (i.e., on a table). We detect the supporting plane
by employing plane fitting through RANSAC. This results in a new vertex
and normals map (V ′k and N′k, respectively) just for the points that are above
the supporting plane, as well as the corresponding segmented depth map D′k.
If the camera is static this plane detection step needs to be performed only
once, in the first frame of the sequence.

Hand Tracking: Hand tracking is based on a variant of the work of Oikono-
midis et al [7]. Instead of relying on skin color for hand segmentation, we
consider a 3D volume around the 3D position of the hand in the previous
frame. In our implementation this volume was empirically set to be 15cm
around the palm center. By using only depth information, hand tracking
is not affected by illumination changes. Additionally, no restrictions are
placed on the color of the tracked objects (for example, in [8] objects cannot
have skin-colored parts).

In order to account for the presence of multiple interacting objects in the
scene (i.e., two hands and one object), we formulate our objective function
similarly to [3]. In each frame k, we generate hypotheses about the hand
configurations Hk and test them against the observations V ′k . We extend the
objective function to ignore the error generated by vertices in the observation
that belong to the object and not to the hands. To do so, we employ the

Figure 1: Method overview. Left: input depth and color frames. Middle:
Object depth segmented using the fingertip 3D positions. Partially scanned
object model and hand models. Right: 3D Rendering of the scene and final
scanned model.
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Figure 2: Work flow of the proposed method.

partially reconstructed model of the object from frame k− 1, Mk−1 and its
last known orientation and position with respect to the camera T M

k−1.
The object information from frame k−1 is incomplete, since it accounts

neither for the motion in the current frame nor for the appearance of previ-
ously unobserved object parts. Despite that, we show experimentally that it
is enough to allow for the accurate tracking of the hands and for high quality
object reconstruction.

Object Segmentation: We use the centers of the spheres located in the
fingertips of the employed hand models as an estimation of the 3D positions
for the user’s fingertips. Each fingertip position X i

f = (X ,Y,Z,1)> is re-
projected using the camera projection matrix xi

f = PX i
f . Since at least some

of the fingertips are going to be in touch with the object, we use x f as seeds
to segment the hand and the object in D′k. This is achieved with a connected-
components-based segmentation that connects together all points of D′k that
are (recursively) connected to the estimated fingertips. It should be noted
that because of masking out the supporting plane, D′k does not include points
of that plane.

The final step in object segmentation is to remove from D′k points that
correspond to hands. To do so, we use the hand pose estimated by the hand
tracker and we render a synthetic depth map, Dh, of the user’s hands. The
object points D′o are then chosen by masking out the points corresponding
to the hand from the already segmented hand-object depth map D′k. Using
D′o, we segment the vertex and normal maps V ′k and N′k to obtain V ′o and N′o.



Experiment Proposed [3], GT model [3], 3D model from proposed method
mean/median error mean/median error mean/median error

Single hand, cat 0.42 / 0.39 0.47 / 0.43 0.45 / 0.43
Single hand, spray 0.65 / 0.63 0.70 / 0.53 0.63 / 0.47
Two hands, cat 0.38 / 0.34 0.33 / 0.31 0.44 / 0.39
Two hands, spray 0.59 / 0.44 0.51 / 0.38 0.62 / 0.41

Table 1: Hand tracking accuracy (in cm) measured on the synthetic datasets.
The accuracy of the method is close to that of [3], although the latter as-
sumes that the object model is known a priori.

Figure 3: Multiple objects of various sizes reconstructed while being manip-
ulated by a single or two hands. (i) Image of the object. (ii) A frame from
the tracking sequence. Hand models and partial object models are superim-
posed on the image. (iii) 3D scan normals. (iv) Views of textured versions
of the acquired 3D models.

Object Tracking: We perform object tracking using multi-scale ICP. The
approach is detailed in Newcombe et al [6] and was first demonstrated in
a 3D modeling system by Rusinkiewicz et al [11]. Our approach employs
three layers that perform a coarse to fine object pose estimation. The pyra-
mid layers are computed starting from the segmented input S1

k =
{

D′k,V
′
k ,N

′
k
}

as the bottom layer and by sub-sampling by block averaging to obtain the
next layers S2

k and S3
k . Similarly, the depth, vertex and normal components

of the model Mk−1 are prepared, using the last known orientation and po-
sition with respect to the camera T M

k−1. The registration step results in a
transformation T M

f that maps the model from frame k− 1 to k. The global
transformation from the object coordinate space to the camera space is given
by T M

k = T M
f T M

k−1.

Updating the Object Model: Volumetric integration of range images us-
ing a signed distance function (SDF) was first introduced by Curless and
Levoy [1]. The method has been used in many implementations that employ
active depth sensors both for small [11, 13] and large [2] scale reconstruc-
tion. In the proposed method we used the truncated signed distance function
(TSDF) explained in detail in [6] to perform the integration of the segmented
object parts into a 3D volume representing the manipulated object.

While the TSDF volume can cope with the noise and possible inaccura-
cies in the integration data, it is sensitive to cases where parts of the volume
are occluded or missing for a large number of frames. This might happen
in our scenario when parts of the object that were visible at some frame,
become invisible for a large number of frames later on, due to hand-object
occlusions. To account for these cases we use our knowledge of the syn-
thetic hands depth map Dh (see Sec. ) to exclude these voxels of the TSDF
volume from being updated with invalid information.

At the end of the integration process, ray-casting [10] is used to ex-
tract the model point cloud. The normals are computed using the nearest
neighbours of each point and triangulated using greedy projection triangu-
lation [4]. The new object model Mk is used in the next frame, to account
for the object observations in the hand tracking step as explained in Sec. .

The proposed method was tested quantitatively and qualitatively in se-
quences where a person manipulates objects of different sizes. Table 1
shows the mean and median hand tracking error over a sequence with known
ground truth. The first column shows that for the proposed method (un-
known object model). The second shows that for [3] (ground truth object
model). The third column shows the error obtained with [3] using the re-
constructed object model created with our method. The results demonstrate
that the hand tracking accuracy of our method is comparable to that of [3],
although for our method the object model is unknown. Furthermore, the
reconstructed model resulting from our method can be used to track the se-
quence with similar accuracy to the ground truth model, which demonstrates
the high quality of the reconstruction. Qualitative results along with the re-
sulting textured 3D models are shown in Fig. 3. Tracking a single hand in
interaction with an object can be achieved at a frame rate of 10 fps, a per-
formance that drops to 4 fps in the case of tracking bimanual manipulation
scenarios. Further optimizations are expected to result in real time perfor-
mance. A more detailed presentation of this work is available in [9]. Full
run of the experiments is available with the supplementary material of this
work at http://youtu.be/9r43PtJ0Fwg.
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